Abstract. We survey a few results on the boundedness of operators arising from the Weyl-Pedersen calculus associated with irreducible representations of nilpotent Lie groups.
Introduction
Convolution operators and global Weyl calculus on nilpotent Lie groups have been extensively studied in many papers, in connection with various problems in partial differential equation and representation theory (see [10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26] ). It has been repeatedly remarked that the global Weyl calculus is an extension of the classical Weyl calculus on R n ; however, to see this, some further identifications and results are needed (see [22] ). This phenomenon has roots in the fact that the global Weyl calculus is not injective, and thought it is associated to a given irreducible representation, the link with the corresponding coadjoint orbit is not clear. These issues were resolved by N.V. Pedersen in [25] , who constructed a Weyl calculus -that we call Weyl-Pedersen calculus-associated to an irreducible representation of a nilpotent Lie group, which is a bijection between good function spaces of symbols defined on the corresponding orbit and operators defined on the Hilbert space of the representation. In addition, this calculus directly extends the classical Weyl calculus.
The aim of this paper is to survey some boundedness results for the WeylPedersen calculus in the case of flat orbits and to give further applications to some three-step nilpotent Lie groups that have non-flat generic orbits. The results are generalizations of the classical Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem [9] and of the Beals characterization of the pseudo-differential operators [3] (see also [8] ).
Main definitions are given in Section 2, along with an example illustrating the non-injectivity of the global Weyl calculus. The boundedness results are given in Section 3.
Finally, let us mention here that other extensions of the classical Weyl calculus have been constructed in terms of representations, for instance the magnetic calculus on R n [19] , and nilpotent Lie groups [5] , Weyl calculus on nilpotent p-adic Lie groups [15] , [4] .
A good source for the background information on nilpotent Lie groups and their representations is [11] .
Weyl calculi for representations of nilpotent Lie groups
Preliminaries on nilpotent Lie groups. Throughout this paper the nilpotent Lie groups are supposed to be connected and simply connected. Therefore there is no loss of generality in assuming that a nilpotent Lie group is a pair G = (g, ·), where g is a nilpotent Lie algebra (over R unless otherwise mentioned) with the Lie bracket [·, ·], and the group multiplication · is given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff series:
If the Lie algebra g is nilpotent of step n, the group multiplication g×g → g, (x, y) → x · y is a polynomial mapping of degree n. With this identification the exponential from the Lie algebra to the group is then the identity, while the inverse of x ∈ g is −x, and the unit element is 0 ∈ g. We recall that for every ξ ∈ g * the corresponding coadjoint orbit is
ξ} is the coadjoint isotropy group (or the stabilizer of ξ), and Ad * G : G × g * → g * stands for the coadjoint action. We use the notation g ξ for the corresponding Lie algebra, called the radical of ξ.
We will always denote by dx a fixed Lebesgue measure on g and we recall that this is also a two-sided Haar measure on the group G. We let dξ be a Lebesgue measure on g * with the property that if we define the Fourier transform for every a ∈ L 1 (g * ) by
. We also denote by S(g) ( S(g * )) the Schwartz space on g (respectively g * ), by S ′ (g) (S ′ (g * ))) its topological dual consisting of the tempered distributions, and by ·, · : S ′ (g) × S(g) → C the corresponding duality pairing. The Fourier transform extends to a linear topological isomorphism F : S ′ (g * ) → S ′ (g). We recall that according to a theorem of Kirillov (see [11, Chap 2] ), there exists a natural one-to-one correspondence between the coadjoint orbits and the equivalence classes of unitary irreducible representations of a nilpotent, connected and simply connected Lie group G.
Example 2.1. For every integer n ≥ 1 let (· | ·) denote the Euclidean scalar product on R n . The Heisenberg algebra is
If we identify the dual space h * 2n+1 with R n × R n × R in the usual way, then every coadjoint orbit belongs to one of the following families:
for arbitrary f ∈ L 2 (R n ) and (q, p, t) ∈ H 2n+1 . This is the Schrödinger representation of the Heisenberg group H 2n+1 , and corresponds to the coadjoint orbit O in the first family above. Moreover, for every a, b ∈ R n there is a unitary irreducible representation on a 1-dimensional Hilbert space, namely
for all (q, p, t) ∈ H 2n+1 , and corresponds to the orbit O a,b in the second family.
Weyl calculi on nilpotent Lie groups. 
Let T be a locally convex space which is continuously and densely embedded in H, and has the property that for every h, χ ∈ T we have (π(·)h | χ) ∈ S(g). Then we can further extend π to a mapping
where T * is the strong antidual of T , and (· | ·) denotes the anti-duality between T and T * that extends the scalar product of H. Here we have used the notation L(T , T * ) for the space of continuous linear operators between the above spaces (these operators are thought of as possibly unbounded linear operators in H).
In the same setting, the global Weyl calculus for the representation π is the mapping
which further extends to
Example 2.3. Consider the (left) regular representation
If we extend it as above to λ :
hence we recover the convolution product, which makes L 1 (g) into a Banach algebra.
The above construction of the global Weyl calculus for the regular representation is usually considered with T = S(g), yielding
and the related mapping
whose values are the (possibly unbounded) convolution operators on the nilpotent Lie group G.
In the case of the global Weyl calculus the symbol of an operator in the representation space of an irreducible representation may not be uniquely determined on the corresponding coadjoint orbit, unlike in the case of pseudodifferential Weyl calculus on R n or two step nilpotent groups. (See Example 2.7 and also [23] . ) The Kirillov character formula says that when a ∈ S(g * ), and π : G → B(H) is a irreducible representation, then OP(a) is a trace class operator and there exists a constant that depends on the unitary class of equivalence of π only, such that
where O is the coadjoint orbit corresponding to π. This seems to suggest that OP(a), when a ∈ C ∞ (g) ∩ S ′ (g), depends only on the restriction of a to the coadjoint orbit O. This is not always the case, as it could be seen from the next example [20, App. Sect. I]; see also [24, Ex. N4N1, pag. 9-10].
Example 2.4. Let g be the 4-dimensional threadlike (or filiform) Lie algebra. Equivalently, g is 3-step nilpotent, 4-dimensional, and its center is 1-dimensional. Then g has a Jordan-Hölder basis {X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 } satisfying the commutation relations [X 4 ,
Then dim O = 2, and if we identify g * to R 4 by using the basis dual to
where we denote by t both the variable of the functions in L 2 (R) and the operator of multiplication by this variable in L 2 (R). It is clear that the function a : R 4 → R, a(y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ) = y 2 4 (2y 3 − y 2 2 ), vanishes on the coadjoint orbit O, and on the other hand it was noted in [20, pag. 236] that OP π (a) = − 1 6 1. N.V. Pedersen introduced in [25] an orbital Weyl calculus that is specific to a given orbit, or equivalently, to a class of unitary irreducible representations and that, in addition, gives isomorphism between Schwartz symbols defined on the orbit and regularizing operators defined in the space of the representation. The calculus may depend on the choice of a Jordan-Hölder basis.
To describe this Weyl-Pedersen calculus we need first some notation. Let G = (g, ·) be a nilpotent Lie group of dimension m ≥ 1 and assume that {X 1 , . . . , X m } is a Jordan-Hölder basis in g; so for j = 1, . . . , m if we define
, where g 0 := {0}. Let π : g → B(H) be a unitary representation of G associated with a coadjoint orbit O ⊆ g * . Pick ξ 0 ∈ O, denote e := {j | X j ∈ g j−1 + g ξ 0 }, and then define g e := span{X j | j ∈ e}. We have g = g ξ 0 ∔ g e and the mapping O → g * e , ξ → ξ| ge , is a diffeomorphism. Hence we can define an orbital Fourier transform S ′ (O) → S ′ (g e ), a → a which is a linear topological isomorphism and such that for every a ∈ S(O) we have
Here we have the Lebesgue measure dx on g e corresponding to the basis {X j | j ∈ e} and dξ is the Borel measure on O such that the aforementioned diffeomorphism O → g * e is a measure preserving mapping and the Fourier transform 
for a ∈ S ′ (O), v, w ∈ H ∞ , where in the left-hand side (· | ·) denotes the extension of the scalar product of H to the sesquilinear duality pairing between H ∞ and H −∞ .
Note that in fact Op π is associated to the coadjoint orbit corresponding to the representation π. Indeed if π 1 and π are unitary equivalent representations, Op π and Op π 1 are defined on the same space of symbols, there is a unitary operator U such that Op π 1 (a) = U * Op π (a)U for every a ∈ S(O), and this equality extends naturally to a ∈ S ′ (O). Therefore, whenever the orbit O is fixed and no confussion may arise, we use the notation Op instead of Op π , for any irreducible representation corresponding to O. [25] . In fact, it follows by [25, Thm.2. Example 2.7. The Weyl-Pedersen calculus for the Schrödinger representation of the Heisenberg group H 2n+1 is just the usual Weyl calculus from the theory of partial differential equations on R n , as developed for instance in [16] and [17] . In this case we have H = L 2 (R n ) and H ∞ = S(R n ).
Boundedness for the orbital Weyl calculus
Let G = (g, ·) be a nilpotent Lie group with a unitary irreducible representation π : g → B(H) associated with the coadjoint orbit O ⊆ g * . One proved in [6] that if the symbols belong to suitable modulation spaces M ∞,1 ֒→ S ′ (O), then the corresponding values of the Weyl-Pedersen calculus belong to B(H). This condition does not require smoothness properties of symbols.
We will now describe a result established in [7] which extends both the classical Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem and Beals' criterion on the Weyl calculus, by linking growth properties of derivatives of smooth symbols to boundedness properties of the corresponding pseudo-differential operators in the case when the coadjoint orbit O is flat, in the sense that for some ξ 0 ∈ O we have O = {ξ ∈ g * | ξ| z = ξ 0 | z }, where z is the center of g. This is equivalent to the condition dim O = dim g − dim z, and it is also equivalent to the fact that the representation π is square integrable modulo the center of G. Since this hypothesis on coadjoint orbits might look more restrictive than it really is, we recall that every nilpotent Lie group embeds into a nilpotent Lie group whose generic coadjoint orbits (that is, the ones of maximal dimension) are flat [11, Ex. 4.5.14] .
If O is a generic flat coadjoint orbit, then the Weyl-Pedersen calculus Op : S ′ (O) → L(H ∞ , H −∞ ) is a linear topological isomorphism which is uniquely determined by the condition that for every b ∈ S(g) we have
We define Diff (O) as the space of all linear differential operators D on O which are invariant to the coadjoint action, in the sense that
Let us consider the Fréchet space of symbols
with the topology given by the seminorms {a → Da 
where ∂ α stand as usually for the partial derivatives. The above statement unifies the Calderón-Vaillancourt theorem and the so-called Beals' criterion for the Weyl calculus.
Application to 3-step nilpotent Lie groups. (2) The mapping g * → h * , ξ → ξ| h gives a diffeomorphism of O onto a coadjoint orbit of H, which will be denoted by O| h . If this is the case, then the irreducible representation π| h is associated with the coadjoint orbit O| h of H.
Proof. Pick any Jordan-Hölder sequence that contains h. Then the implication 1. ⇒ 2. follows at once by iterating [11, Th. 2.5.1], while the converse implication follows by using Vergne polarizations. The details of the proof will be given elsewhere.
Remark 3.3. In the setting of Proposition 3.2, if X 1 , . . . , X m is a JordanHölder basis in g such that X 1 , . . . , X k is a Jordan-Hölder basis in h for k = dim h, then the following assertions hold true:
• The coadjoint G-orbit O and the coadjoint H-orbit O| h have the same set of jump indices e ⊆ {1, . . . , k}. In particular g e = h e ⊆ h and O cannot be flat.
• We have the H-equivariant diffeomorphism Θ : O → O| h , ξ → ξ| h . It intertwines the orbital Fourier transforms S ′ (O) → S ′ (g e ) = S ′ (h e ) and S ′ (O| h ) → S ′ (h e ). Therefore, by using also the previous remark, we obtain
• The H-equivariant diffeomorphism Θ also induces a unital injective homomorphism of associative algebras
In particular, it follows that for p ∈ {0} ∪ [1, ∞] we get a continuous injective linear map
where we use the Fréchet spaces C ∞,p introduced in [7, Th. 4.4] . In particular, Proposition 3.2, (3.2) and (3.3), along with Theorem 3.1 prove the next corollary. Note that the coadjoint orbit of the representation π in the above Corollary 3.4 may not be flat, and yet we have proved an L 2 -boundedness assertion just like the one of Theorem 3.1. We now provide a specific example of a 3-step nilpotent Lie group taken from [26] , which illustrates this result.
Example 3.5. Recall from Example 2.1 the Heisenberg algebra h 2n+1 = R 2n × R with the Lie bracket given by [(x, t), (x ′ , t ′ )] = (0, ω(x, x ′ )) for x, x ′ ∈ R 2n and t, t ′ ∈ R, where ω : R 2n × R 2n → R is the symplectic form given by
It easily follows that if we consider the symplectic group
then every T ∈ Sp(R 2n , ω) gives rise to an automorphism α T ∈ Aut(h 2n+1 ) by the formula α T (x, t) = (T x, t) for all x ∈ R 2n and t ∈ R. Moreover, the correspondence α :
is a group homomorphism and is injective. On the other hand, if we write the elements of Sp(R 2n , ω) as 2 × 2-block matrices with respect to the decomposition R 2n = R n × R n , then it is well known that Sp(R 2n , ω) is a Lie group whose Lie algebra is
where B ⊤ stands for the transpose of a matrix B. In particular, sp(R 2n , ω) has the following abelian Lie subalgebra
and the corresponding Lie subgroup of Sp(R 2n , ω) is the abelian Lie group
It is easily seen that the group S n (R) acts (via α) on h 2n+1 by unipotent automorphisms, and therefore the corresponding semidirect product G = S n (R)⋉ α H 2n+1 is a nilpotent Lie group. Its Lie algebra is g = s n (R)⋉h 2n+1 . If we denote by sym n (R) the set of all symmetric matrices in M n (R) viewed as an abelian Lie algebra, then we have an isomorphism of Lie algebras g ≃ sym n (R) ⋉ h 2n+1 with the Lie bracket given by
for C, C ′ ∈ sym n (R), q, q ′ , p, p ′ ∈ R n and t, t ′ ∈ R. It easily follows by the above formula that [g, [g, [g, g] ]] = {0} hence g is a 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra. Moreover, h 2n+1 ≃ {0} × h 2n+1 is an ideal of g and it was proved in [26] that for every coadjoint G-orbit O ⊆ g * of maximal dimension we have dim O = n and moreover the mapping ξ → ξ| h 2n+1 gives a diffeomorphism of O onto a coadjoint H 2n+1 -orbit O| h 2n+1 . 
